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128 CENTRAL (off ice)
SUBMARKET NEWS

MARKET RECAP
• Q3 was notably quieter on leasing transactions than previous quarters in 2022. Summer holidays, market hesitancy, 

and continued high construction costs slowed deal progress. However, we expect volume to increase in Q4. 
• We saw sale transaction volume drop precipitously in Q3. Owner-occupants accounted for 58% of sales this quarter, 

while developers interested in multi-family or lab conversions accounted for 33%.
• As a result of market uncertainty, we anticipate local, private landlords with access to capital and the ability to act 

quickly will be able to maintain higher occupancy rates, complete more deals, and acquire new assets as institutional 
owners have pressed pause on new acquisitions and capital-intensive deals.

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING
• Increasingly, we are being approached by property owners looking to sell their properties. However, the gap between 

the seller's expectations and what buyers are willing to pay is widening to the point where sales cannot be completed. 
Some investors now expect a 20% decrease in value or have stopped buying altogether as they anticipate a correction 
in sales for 2023. The only buyers who remain consistently eager and active are owner-occupants.

• We’ve seen a growing trend of office tenants relocating outside their current geographical area. With hybrid work, Rt 
128 companies are contemplating moving to cheaper markets or relocating to shorten the commutes of those in the 
office 5 days/week. This has led to increased competition for landlords as tenants are no longer looking just in one city 
but now are considering options in other submarkets if it means a better deal for a higher image building.

RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS

Sale
84 Rowe St, Newton

$19,000,000 ($205/SF)
Calare Properties

Sale
9 Property Lab Portfolio, Waltham, Lexington, Bedford

$292,000,000 ($777/SF)
Alloy Properties & Anchor Line Partners

Lease
131 Hartwell Ave, Lexington

22,250 SF
AER

29,500,000
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

10.25%
VACANCY RATE

$38.75/SF
AVERAGE RATE (GROSS)

CLASS A & B SPACE

2,100,000
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION

Q3 Transaction Breakdown Q3 Lease Transactions by Size



Q3 2022

128 NORTH/RT.3 NORTH (off ice)
SUBMARKET NEWS

MARKET RECAP
• Q3’s leasing activity was one of the best since Q2 of 2020, with tenants absorbing several large blocks of space. 3 Step 

Sports took 64,000 SF at 300 Brickstone Square in Andover, The GSA took 80,000 SF at 100 Apollo Drive in Chelmsford, 
and Fractyl Health took 75,000 SF of lab and office space at 3 Van De Graaff Drive in Burlington.

• Waterstone Properties’ sale of the former Comverse Technology building at 200 Quannapowitt Pkwy in Wakefield to 
Cabot, Cabot & Forbes to make way for over 500 units of housing will remove a large block of vacant space from the 
market.

• The sale of 5 Burlington Woods in Burlington is another lab conversion that has displaced tenants and increased office 
activity in the area. The 103,000 SF office building will join 3 and 4 Burlington Woods as new lab conversion deliveries 
over the last two years.

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING
• The office market had a great Q3 North of Boston. Whether that momentum carries through the end of the year remains 

to be seen. Aside from Lupoli Companies adding 80,000 SF of office space to the market, the 128/Route 3 North Market 
would have netted its 1st quarter of positive absorption since the pandemic.

• With continued life science conversion happening in the market paired with a sluggish but persistent effort by companies 
to bring employees back to the office, we expect the market to see slow but steady activity as it did pre-pandemic.

• Economic headwinds are absolutely a cause for concern, especially paired with worries over life science development and 
demand. For right now, those fears do not appear to be impacting the 128/3 North Markets.

RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

Lease
150 Apollo Dr, Chelmsford

80,000 SF 
General Services Administration

Lease Renewal/Expansion
200 Brickstone Square, Andover

120,000 SF
Broadcom

Sale
5 Burlington Woods, Burlington

$32,750,000 ($317/SF)
Montana Avenue Capital Partners

49,400,000
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

14.00%
VACANCY RATE

$27.00/SF
AVERAGE RATE (GROSS)

CLASS A & B SPACE

366,000
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS

Q3 Transaction Breakdown Q3 Lease Transactions by Size



Q3 2022

NATICK/FRAMINGHAM (office)
SUBMARKET NEWS

MARKET RECAP
• The Natick and Framingham market showed positive absorption for the first time in a long time. Nearly 75,000 SF of 

new office leases were signed, while virtually zero space was given back during that same period (which is quite 
unusual).

• Equally encouraging was the number of larger transactions (over 10,000 SF) that made up part of that figure, 
including Schrodinger leasing 17,500 SF at Outshine/Jadian's newly acquired lab building at 200 Staples Drive and 
Thom Services who took 9,000 SF at Carruth Capital's building at 1661 Worcester Road in Framingham. Lastly, North 
Colony/Paradigm Properties was able to attract their first large office tenant after acquiring 111 Speen Street in 
Framingham back in March. A co-working operator is slated to occupy more than 15,000 SF on the second floor.

• For the past few years, most of the positive absorption, if any, in Natick and Framingham was made up of a lot of 
small office tenants seemingly moving around laterally within the same market.

• Although these minor successes are welcome, we cannot lose sight of the fact that there are still over half a million 
square feet of direct office vacancies that have lingered since Covid's first days. Currently, the average time for space 
on the market is more than 20 months.

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING
• It has been reported that 5 Commonwealth Road in Natick is under agreement with a local investor after 30 years of 

ownership by the same family. The 26,000 SF 4-story office building has always been desirable for its ideal location at the 
junction of Rt. 30 and the Mass Pike.

• Stemming from their ongoing leasing success at 22 and 27 Strathmore Road, ABI Lab is reportedly exploring the 
construction of another 50,000 SF Biotech incubator building within the Natick Business Park.

RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS

Lease
200 Staples Dr, Framingham

17,500 SF
Schrodinger

Sale
12 Michigan Dr, Natick
$4,110,000 ($143/SF)
Copley Investments

Sale
13 Tech Circle, Natick
$3,990,000 ($360/SF)

Busek, Inc.

8,450,000
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

9.85%
VACANCY RATE

$25.75/SF
AVERAGE RATE (GROSS)

CLASS A & B SPACE

0
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION

Q3 Transaction Breakdown Q3 Lease Transactions by Size



Q3 2022

495 WEST (off ice)
SUBMARKET NEWS

MARKET RECAP
• As companies adjust to the new reality of the hybrid work week, there has been a run on quality spaces in the 1,000 –

4,000 SF range. What is making it a bit more challenging is companies are hoping to find existing space that comes closer 
to their ideal layout, as getting TI work done on their requested shorter-term deals is becoming more and more price 
prohibitive.

• There is more leverage for mid-size deals (5,000 -20,000 SF), and tenants are benefitting. With the number of companies 
looking in that range down dramatically over the past several years, any group looking for long-term space is seeing 
aggressive incentives from landlords trying to grow cash flow on long-standing vacancies.

• Aspen Aerogels' commitment of the former Old Navy/Sports Authority site on Donald Lynch Boulevard in Marlboro is a 
good example of the need for quality Flex/GMP space created from vacant retail locations. Expect to see more of these 
adaptive reuses from retail and other sectors.

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING
• Like everyone else, we will be attuned to the spike in mortgage rates. With high vacancies and more space coming on the 

market as pre-Covid leases expire, there is a foreboding that some loans maturing may be getting into a problem area 
when the interest rate resets at 200+/- basis points higher.

• First of many? With Albany Road's decision to put Westboro Office Park on the market comes the first real test for 
the Post-Covid I-495 office marketplace. The well-located, three-building park sits directly on Route 9 and has tremendous 
visibility. Watching the process play out as the market determines such an asset's value will be very interesting.

RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS

Lease
870 Donald Lynch Blvd, Marlborough

58,965 SF
Aspen Aerogels

Lease
200 Donald Lynch Blvd, Marlborough

41,375 SF
Lifeline Systems

Lease
201 Boston Post Rd, Marlborough

8,871 SF
MassHire

12,016,400 
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

22.50%
VACANCY RATE

$19.75/SF
AVERAGE RATE (GROSS)

CLASS A & B SPACE

0
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION

Q3 Transaction Breakdown Q3 Lease Transactions by Size



102,000,000
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

4.0%
VACANCY RATE

$15.75/SF NNN
AVERAGE RATE 

2,200,000
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION

Q3 2022

128 NORTH/RT.3 NORTH (industr ia l )
SUBMARKET NEWS

MARKET RECAP
• Large blocks of space continue to lease with regularity, and demand does not appear to have tapered off. Alert 

Innovation taking 113,000 SF in Andover, Independent Electrical Contractors taking 80,000 SF at GFI’s spec project in 
Billerica, and Steele Canvas Basket taking 72,000 SF in Wilmington all took place in Q3.

• So far, in 2022, almost 2,000,000 SF of new industrial space has come online in the market. In Q3 of 2022 alone, 
3,600,000 SF was absorbed. In short, tenants are taking the space faster than it can be delivered. California State 
Teachers' Retirement Systems’ purchase of 316 New Boston Street in Woburn is for residential redevelopment and 
will remove 100,000 SF from the market while forcing New England Resins to relocate elsewhere.

• Institutional sales activity continued as well in Q3, as witnessed with Westbrook Partners buying 35 Danton Drive in 
Methuen (77,000 SF), Rhino Capital buying 75 Technology in Lowell (62,000 SF), and Imperium Capital buying 12 
Esquire in Billerica (58,000 SF).

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING
• With the rapid clip of deliveries failing to meet demand, the question we hear raised is “when will rental rates go 

down?” The answer is not in the near future, but perhaps a leveling-off may occur when product in development 
comes online. 

RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS

Lease
140 Pond St, Billerica

80,000 SF
Independent Electrical Contractors

Lease
165 Dascomb Rd, Andover

112,000 SF
Alert Innovation

Sale
316 New Boston St, Woburn

$23,375,000 ($233.75/SF)
CA State Teacher’s Retirement Fund

Q3 Transaction Breakdown Q3 Lease Transactions by Size



17,318,000
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

3.50%
VACANCY RATE

$15.75/SF NNN
AVERAGE RATE

0
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION

Q3 2022

128 SOUTH (industr ia l )
SUBMARKET NEWS
MARKET RECAP
• Office properties that offer loading capability are enticing to high-end flex users as the price gap between the two product 

types narrows.  Single-story flex pricing has reached the high teens NNN, and now pushing into the low $20’s/SF NNN. 
Although office rents are about $2-$5/SF higher than flex spaces, they typically allow for a larger tenant improvement 
allowance. Office owners that have, or can install loading, should consider repositioning to attract these tenants. 

• Renewals have been a significant part of market activity in this quarter, primarily due to the lack of options for tenants to
consider and discrepancies in the old lease rate vs. the market rate. The same holds true for tenants seeking to purchase a 
property with literally no viable options available.

• A lack of supply is pushing industrial space into the $20’s/SF NNN range. The rental rate for 21,000 SF of 19' clear space 
available soon at 35 Perwal Street in Westwood will be $21/SF NNN per year. Similarly, a Westwood tenant signing a five-
year lease just hit the high-water mark at $26/SF NNN.

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING
• Owners in the 128 South Market have capitalized on investors moving into the market. Sale prices jumped approximately 

60%, and in some cases more since 2018. It will be difficult to lower expectations as investors and owner occupants reset 
pricing when sellers have become accustomed to pricing over $150/SF,  and in several cases above $200/SF.

• One developer has pivoted their proposed development away from lab due to their capital investors’ concern about 
Norwood being too far from the core life science clusters.  It remains to be seen if other investors will take a similar approach 
to the life science sector, making it a challenge for lab developments to build momentum in the 128 South Market. 

RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS

Sale
30 Dan Road, Canton

$21,000,000 ($155.79/SF)
Jumbo Capital Management

Sale
495 Turnpike St, Canton

$19,800,000 ($211.73/SF)
Jumbo Capital Management

Sale
1202-1204 Washington St, Stoughton

$9,275,000 ($144.42/SF)
Merit Hill Capital

Q3 Transaction Breakdown Q3 Lease Transactions by Size



RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

48,300,000
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

2.40%
VACANCY RATE

$12.00/SF NNN
AVERAGE RATE

1,800,000
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION

Q3 2022

495 SOUTH (industr ia l )
SUBMARKET NEWS

MARKET RECAP

• The Industrial/Flex Market along 495 South continues to be strong, with leasing activity leading the way, 
given the lack of purchase opportunities. Vacant space is still at a premium, with availabilities hovering at 
2.4% despite an increase in new construction from 1,200,000 to 1,800,000 SF.

• Preleased new construction is now a consistent trend as deliveries lag executed leases by up to twelve 
months. 

• Centech Park North has already secured SGPS/ShowRig as its first 50,000 SF tenant for a new 100,000 SF, 
36' clear warehouse delivered by Northbridge Partners in Shrewsbury for Q1 2023 occupancy.

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING
• The trend towards leasing vs. ownership is expected to continue through the balance of 2022 and well 

into 2023 as the availability of purchase options diminishes along with the rise in interest rates. 

• The real question will be how many new developments currently in permitting will break group prior to 
lease commitments, but we do expect speculative construction to continue well into 2023.

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS

Lease
721 Hartford Tpke, Shrewsbury

49,524 SF
SGPS/ShowRig

Lease Renewal
10 Liberty Way, Franklin

55,023 SF
The Taylor Group

Sale
56 Industrial Dr, Uxbridge
$6,358,333 ($213.75/SF)

Heller Capital Group

Q3 Transaction Breakdown Q3 Lease Transactions by Size



MARKET RECAP
• There has never been a time when the disparity between available small and large industrial spaces 

has been as skewed. A recent survey showed two spaces available in the 5,000 – 15,000 SF category 
and over twenty spaces available, or coming available, in the 80,000 – 500,000 SF category.

• FedEx Ground Package Systems proposed a 560,000 SF distribution facility located at 2 and 8 Galleria 
Mall Drive appears to be on hold. This is the site of the former Silver City Galleria Mall.

• Amazon plans to close its warehouses in Randolph, Mansfield, and Dedham this year.

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING
• The absorption of larger spaces of 80,000 SF - 250,000 SF is slowing, with developers pulling back on 

spec projects. There are several large projects under construction, including 556,000 SF in Mansfield, 
and 585,000 SF under construction in Taunton, but new inventory is also coming online with large 
subleases such as Amazon’s 350,000 SF that just came on the market in Mansfield. Will demand 
continue for large blocks?  Or will owners start considering dividing into smaller spaces?

• The limited choices for tenants looking for 25,000 SF and smaller continue with rapid absorption. If 
tenants do not move quickly, sometimes within days of a new listing, they may miss the only viable 
lease opportunity.

40,996,300
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

3.80%
VACANCY RATE

$10.75/SF NNN
AVERAGE RATE 

2,000,000 
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION

Q3 2022

RT. 24 (industr ia l )

SUBMARKET NEWS

RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS

Sale
75 John Hancock Rd,  Raynham 

$5,900,000 ($170.24/SF)
AIPR, LLC

Sale
128-140 York Ave, Randolph

$16,590,443 ($284.87/SF)
Ares Management

Sale
50 Scotland Blvd, Bridgewater

$18,000,000 ($197.98/SF)
Calare Properties

Q3 Transaction Breakdown Q3 Lease Transactions by Size
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